
3. Relevance of heritage to present day agriculture, past 

and present status of agriculture and farmers in society 

Kautilyas Arthasastra 

Kautilya (also known as Vishnugupta or Chanakya) (321-296 BC) was a great scholar 

of time. He wrote a treatise titled, Artha-sastra, which deals with the management of 

resources. During Kautilya’s time agriculture, cattle breeding and trade were grouped into a 

science called varta. Kautilya gave great importance to agriculture and suggested a separate 

post of head of agriculture and named it as Sitadhakashya. Agriculture today receives prime 

importance, by policy and administrative support from government officials. eg. i) Supply of 

good seeds and other inputs ii) Provision of irrigation water iii) prediction of rainfall by IMD 

iv) Assistance in purchase of machineries v) Marketing and safe storage. All the important 

aspects are mentioned by kautilya in his book. He suggested many important aspects in 

agriculture which are highly relevant today. 

1. The superintendent of agriculture should be a person who is knowledgeable in agriculture 

and horticulture. There was a provision to appoint a person who was not an expert but he was 

assisted by other knowledgeable person. This is applicable even today, appointment of the 

directors of agriculture, horticulture are sometimes civil servants assisted by technical 

persons. 

2. Anticipation of labours by land owners before sowing. Slaves and prisoners were 

organised to sow the seeds in time. He also emphasized that thorough ploughing provides 

good soil texture required for a particular crop. Even today farmers in Punjab hire labours 

from Bihar at times of heavy demand period. 

3. Timely sowing is very important for high yield particularly for rainfed sowing for which, 

all the implements and accessories have to be kept ready. Any delay in these arrangements 

received punitive action. 

4. Kautilya suggested that for getting good yield of rainfed crop, a rainfall of 16 dronas (one 

drona=40 mm to 50 mm) was essential and 4 dronas rainfall is sufficient for rice. It is very 

significant to note that rain gauge was used during Kautilya’s period. It was apparently a 

circular vessel (20 fingers width, 8 fingers width depth) and the unit to measure rain was 

adhaka (1 adhaka=12 mm approx.) 

5. He also stressed the optimum distribution of rainfall during crop growing season one third 

of the required quantity of rainfall falls both in the commencement and closing months of 

rainy season (July/Aug; October/Dec) and 2/3 of rainfall in the middle (August/ Sept.; 



October) is considered as very even. This concept is applicable even today i.e. even 

distribution is essential for rainfed crop. 

6. The crops should be sown according to the change in the season. eg. Sali (transplant rice), 

Virlu (direct sown rice), till (Sesame), millets should be sown at the commencement of rain. 

Pulses to be sown in the middle of season. Safflower, linseed mustard, barley, wheat to be 

sown later. It is clear that even today our scientific results prove that cereals, millets were 

sown early and oilseeds, wheat, barley require less water which could be sown at last or as 

post rainy season. 

7. He also stressed that rice crop require less labour expense vegetables are intermediate, and 

sugarcane is worst as it requires more attention and expenditure. It is true even today after 

2000 years the situation has never changed that sugarcane requires heavy labour and 

expenditure. 

8. The crops like cucurbits are well suited to banks of rivers, Long-peper, sugarcane and 

grapes do well where the soil profile is well charged with water. Vegetable require frequent 

irrigation, borders of field suited for cultivation of medicinal plants. Even today the practice 

of growing cucurbit (Watermelon, pumpkin) on river banks continue from river Ganges north 

to Pamba river in south. This is an outstanding example of sustained practice, which ensures 

utilization of moisture available in river bank.  

9. Some of the biocontrol practices suggested by Kautilya has got relevance even today. 

They are: 

a) Practice of exposing seeds to mist and heat for seven nights. These practices are followed 

even now in wheat to prevent smut diseases. Soaking of seed in water to activate fungal 

mycelia and drying the seed under hot sun to kill the fungal. 

b) Cut ends of sugarcane are plastered with the mixture of honey, ghee and cowdung. 

Recently evidences proved that honey has widely an antimicrobial property. Ghee could seal 

off the cut ends prevent loss of moisture and cowdung facilitated biocontrol of potential 

pathogens. 

10. He also suggested that harvesting should be done at proper time and nothing should be 

left in the field not even chaff. The harvested produce should be properly processed and 

safely stored. The above ground crop residues were also removed from fields and fed to 

cattle. 

Trade and Marketing (Economic policies) 

All the industries were categorized into two groups according to their ownership. One 

group of key industry was covered by state and another group by private. It is interesting to 



note that this policy resembles today’s model mixed economy. The production, distribution 

and consumption of agricultural produces were well controlled by the king. Agriculture was 

placed in the category of privately owned industries. The state Government should control 

and regulate all the economic aspects and evade the influence of market forces and private 

interests. These practices suggested by Kautilya were followed by Indian farmers for over 

centuries which are more sustainable and relevance to scientific agriculture. 

Physical geography of Indian Sub Continent past and present 

Geologically, the Indian subcontinent was first a part of so-called "Greater India", a 

region of Gondwana that drifted away from East Africa about 160 million years ago, around 

the Middle Jurassic period. The region experienced high volcanic activity and plate 

subdivisions, creating Madagascar, Seychelles, Antartica, Austrolasia and the Indian 

subcontinent basin. The Indian subcontinent drifted northeastwards, colliding with the 

Eurasian plate nearly 55 million years ago, towards the end of Paleocene. This geological 

region largely includes Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. 

The zone where the Eurasian and Indian subcontinent plates meet remains one of the 

geologically active areas, prone to major earthquakes. The English term mainly continues to 

refer to the Indian subcontinent.
 
Physiographically, it is a peninsular region in south-central 

Asia delineated by the Himalayas in the north, the Hindu Kush in the west, and the Arakanese 

in the east. It extends southward into the Indian Ocean with the Arabian Sea to the southwest 

and the Bay of Bengal to the southeast. Most of this region rests on the Indian Plate and is 

isolated from the rest of Asia by large mountain barriers. Whether called the Indian 

subcontinent or South Asia, the definition of the geographical extent of this region varies. 

Geopolitically, it had formed the whole territory of Greater India, and it generally comprises 

the countries of India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh. Prior to 1947, most of the Indian 

subcontinent was part of British India. It generally includes Nepal, Bhutan, and the island 

country of Sri Lanka and may also include the island country of Maldives.        The 

geopolitical boundaries of Indian subcontinent, according to Dhavendra Kumar, include 

"India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan and other small islands of the Indian 

Ocean".
 
Maldives, the small archipelago southwest of the peninsula, is considered part of the 

Indian subcontinent. Parts of Afghanistan are sometimes included in Indian subcontinent as, 

states Ira M. Lapidus – a professor of History, it is a boundary territory with parts in Central 

Asia and in Indian subcontinent. Given the passage difficulty through the Himalayas, the 

sociocultural, religious and political interaction of Indian subcontinent has largely been 
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through the valleys of Afghanistan in its northwest, the valleys of Manipur in its east, and by 

maritime over sea. More difficult but historically important interaction has also occurred 

through passages pioneered by the Tibetans. These routes and interactions have led to the 

diffusion of Hinduism and Buddhism, for example, out of the Indian subcontinent into other 

parts of Asia, while Islam arrived into the Indian subcontinent through Afghanistan and to its 

coasts through the maritime routes. 

Following is the history of India through the Ages 

The Pre Historic Era 

The Stone Age: 

Began 500,000 to 200,000 years ago and recent finds in Tamil Nadu  indicate the 

presence of the first anatomically humans in the area. Tools crafted by proto-humans that 

have been dated back to two million years have been discovered in the North-western part of 

the country. 

The Bronze Age: 

3300 BCE with the early Indus Valley Civilisation. One of the world's earliest, urban 

civilisations, along with Mesopotamia and Ancient Egypt. Inhabitants of this era developed 

new techniques in metallurgy and handicraft and produced copper, bronze, lead and tin. 

 

Early Historic Period 

Vedic Period: The Aryans were the first to invade the country. They came out of the North 

in about 1500 BC and brought with them strong cultural traditions. Sanskrit, one of the most 

ancient languages spoken by them, was used in the first documentation of the Vedas. The 

Vedic era in the subcontinent lasted from about 1500-500 BCE, laying down the foundation 

of Hinduism and other cultural dimensions of early Indian society. The Aryans laid down 

Vedic civilisation all over North India, particularly in the Gangetic Plain. 

 

Mahajanapadas: This period saw the second major rise in urbanisation in India after the 

Indus valley Civilisation. The word "maha" means great and the word "janapada" means 

foothold of a tribe. In the later Vedic Age, a number of small kingdoms or city states had 

mushroomed across the subcontinent and also find mention in early Buddhist and Jain 

literature as far back as 1000 BCE. By 500 BCE, sixteen "republics" or Mahajanapadas has 

been established, namely; Kasi, Kosala, Anga, Magadha, Vajji (or Vriji), Malla, Chedi, Vatsa 

(or Vamsa), Kuru, Panchala, Matsya, Surasena, Assaka, Avanti, Gandhara, and Kamboja. 
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Persian and Greek Conquests: Much of the Northwest subcontinent (currently Afghanistan 

and Pakistan) came under the rule of the Persian Achaemenid Empire in C. 520 BCE under 

the rule of Darius the Great and remained so for two centuries. In 326 BCE, Alexander the 

Great conquered Asia Minor and the Achaemenid Empire, when he reached the Northwest 

frontier of the Indian subcontinent he defeated King Porus and conquered most of Punjab. 

 

Maurya Empire: The Maurya Empire, ruled by the Mauryan Dynasty from 322-185 BCE 

was a geographically extensive and mighty political and military empire in ancient India, 

established in the subcontinent by Chandragupta Maurya in Magadha (present-day Bihar) and 

it further thrived under Ashoka the Great. 

 

Ancient India Timeline  

Prehistoric Period: ( 400000 BC - 1000 BC ): The period when man, basically a food 

gatherer, discovered fire and wheel. 

Indus Valley Civilisation: (2500 BC - 1500 BC): Derived its name from the river Indus and 

thrived on agriculture and worshipped natural forces. 

Epic Age: (1000 BC - 600 BC): The period saw the compilation of the Vedas, distinction of 

Varnas in terms of Aryans and Dasas (slaves). 

Hinduism and Transition: (600 BC - 322 BC): As caste system became more rigid, the 

period saw the advent of Mahavira and Buddha who rebelled against casteism. 

Mahajanapadas were formed - Magadha under Bimbisara and Ajat Shatru and Shisunanga 

and Nanda dynasty. 

The Mauryan Age: (322 BC - 185 BC): Founded by Chandragupta Maurya, the empire 

encompassed the entire North India and Bindusara further extended it. After fighting the 

Kalinga war, Ashoka embraced Buddhism. 

The Invasions: (185 BC - 320 AD): The period saw the invasion of Bactrians, Parthians, 

Shakas & Kushans, opening of Central Asia for trade, issuance of GOLD coins and 

introduction of the Saka era. 

Deccan and South India: (65 BC - 250 AD): The southern part was ruled by Cholas, Cheras 

and Pandyas This period is known for construction of Ajanta and Ellora cave temples, 

Sangam literature, and arrival of Christianity to India. 

The Gupta Dynasty: (320 AD - 520 AD): The Gupta dynasty founded by Chandragupta I, 

ushered in classical age in north India with Samudragupta extending his kingdom and 



Chandragupta II fighting against Shakas. Shakuntalam and Kamasutra were written during 

this period, Aryabhatta achieved feats in Astronomy and Bhakti cult emerged. 

Age of Small Kingdoms: (500 AD - 606 AD): The period saw migrations from Central Asia 

and Iran as Hunas moved to north India. There was rise of many small kingdoms as the North 

was divided into warring kingdoms. 

Harshavardhana: (606 AD - 647 AD): The famous Chinese traveller Hieun Tsang visited 

India during Emperor Harshawardhana's reign. But his kingdom disintegrated into small 

states even as Hunas invaded . It was a period when the Deccan and the south became 

powerful. 

The Southern Kingdoms: (500 AD - 750 AD): Empire of Chalukyas, Pallavas & Pandya 

flourished. Zoroastrians (Parsis) came to India. 

Chola Empire: (9th Cent. AD - 13th Cent. AD): Founded by Vijayalaya, the Chola empire 

adopted a maritime policy. Temples became cultural and social centres and Dravadian 

languages flourished. 

The Northern Kingdoms: (750 AD - 1206 AD): The Rashtrakutas became powerful, 

Pratiharas ruled in Avanti and Palas ruled Bengal. The period also saw emergence of Rajput 

clans. 

Temples at Khajuraho, Kanchipuram, Puri were built and miniature painting started. The 

period witnessed invasion from the Turks. 

The Mughal Empire: In 1526, Babur, a descendant of Timur and Gengis Kahn from 

Fergana Valler (present-day Uzbekistan) swept across the Khyber Pass and established the 

Mughal Empire which covered modern-day Afghanistan, Pakistan, India and Bangladesh. 

The Mughal dynasty ruled most of the Indian subcontinent till 1600; after which it went into 

decline after 1707 and was finally defeated during India's first war of Independence in 1857. 

Colonial Era: From the 16th century, European powers from Portugal, Netherlands, France 

and the United Kingdom established trading posts in India. Later, they took advantage of 

internal conflicts and established colonies in the country. 

 

The British Rule: The British Rule in India began with the coming of the British East India 

Company in 1600 leading to the rule of Queen Victoria. It culminated in the First War of 

Indian Independence in 1857. 

Independence and Partition: Religious tension between the Hindus and Muslims had been 

brewing over the years, especially in provinces like Punjab and West Bengal, accentuated by 

the British policy of divide and rule. All through this Mahatma Gandhi called for unity 



among the two religious groups. The British, whose economy had been weakened after 

World War-II, decided to leave India and paved the way for the formation of an interim 

government. Eventually, the British Indian territories gained independence in 1947, after 

being partitioned into the Union of India and the Dominion of Pakistan. 

 

Post-Independence Period: As many civilizations the Greek, the Roman, and the Egyptian - 

rose and fell, leaving only ruins, the Indian civilisation and culture remained unscathed. Even 

wave after wave of invaders descended on the country, founded empires and ruled over its 

different parts, the indomitable soul of Bharatvarsh could not be subjugated. Today, India 

marches proudly as the most vibrant republic and largest democracy of the world, an 

influential nation in South Asia and an emerging global superpower. India is the second 

largest country in Asia and the seventh largest and second most populous country on Earth. It 

comprises as much as one third of Asia and supports one seventh of humanity. 



 

Indus valley civilization 

In the year 1922, archaeologists dug up a few places in the Indus valley and carried 

out excavations at Mohenjodara (meaning a mound of dead) in Sind (in Pakistan) and at 

Harappa on the river Ravi in Punjab. They found traces of a very ancient civilization, which 

flourished more than five thousand years ago. They observed that the people utilized the pots, 

utensils and ornaments. These cities were built along the river Indus and hence this 

civilization is known as Indus valley civilization. It is also known as Harappan culture and 

occupied the areas stretching from Delhi to Gujarat. During this period the people identified 

the importance of ploughing for the proper sowing of crop (i.e) soil has to be stirred and seed 



has to be covered. Ox-drawn wheel cart was used for transport. The people cultivated wheat, 

barley, gram, peas, sesamum and rape. They also cultivated cotton and also devised methods 

of ginning, spinning and weaving. Animal husbandry was also given more importance during 

this period. They domesticated buffalo, cattle, camel, horse, elephant, ass and birds. They 

utilized them in agriculture and also for transport. The most remarkable discovery in Harappa 

is the Great Granary used for storing food grain. These grannaries, each 50x20 feet overall, 

are arranged symmetrically in two rows of six in each row with central passage and 23 feet 

wide. From the size of the granary it can be concluded that the peasants paid their dues to the 

Government in kind, used the kinds in granary for payments to employees. The artisans, 

carpenters and others received their wages in kind from the farmers. 

The Vedic civilization 

The word “Veda” is derived from “Vid” which means “Knowledge” Veda is the only 

literary source from which we know about the Aryans in India. Aryans were more prevalent 

during Vedic time which extends from Eastern Afghanistan, Kashmir, Punjab and Parts of 

Sind and Rajasthan. The land of Aryans was called land of seven rivers i.e., (Satlaj, Beas, 

Ravi, Chennab, Jhelum, Indus and Saraswathi). The Rig-veda was the oldest book of Aryans. 

Pastoralism 

The Vedic Aryans were primarily pastrol. When they settled in the Punjab, they cut 

the jungles and built their villages. They grazed the animals in jungles and cultivated barley 

near the houses to protect from wild animals. Vedic people realized the importance of off-

season ploughing and they started ploughing as and when the rain was received. The first 

ploughing of the season was inaugurated amidst much ritual. The plough used was large and 

heavy. Bullocks and ox were used for ploughing. With regard to irrigation, channels were 

dug from the rivers.Wells were in use for supply of drinking water and irrigation called kucha 

wells, which were just holes dug in the ground. Even now such wells are in use in the river 

rain areas of northern India. 

Crops cultivated in Vedic period 

In early Vedic period there is no mention of rice and cotton though they were 

cultivated in Harappa period. In the later Vedic period (1000 - 600 BC) agricultural 

implements were improved and iron ploughshare also improved. The people possessed the 

knowledge of fertility of land, selection of seed, seedtreatment, harvesting, manuring and 

rotation of crops. Barley sesame and sugarcane were the main crops. Cucumber and bottle 

gourd were also mentioned in Vedic period, Aryans were accustomed to barley diet. Barley is 

good for men, cattle and horses. Barley is used in Hindu rituals even today. For cloths, wool 



and cotton were used. The agriculture implements mentioned in vedic literature include the 

plough (langala – a lase pointed type having smooth handle, Sira - a large and heavy 

plough).Sickle was used for harvesting and sieves were used for cleaning. 

Harappan period: 

The Indus Civilization had the first farming cultures in South Asia, which emerged in 

the hills of what is now called Baluchistan, to the west of the Indus Valley. The farmers took 

part in the so-called Neolithic Revolution, which took place in the Fertile Crescent around 

9000 to 6000 BCE. These early farmers domesticated wheat and a variety of animals, 

including cattle. In the "Era" terminology, the Neolithic is known as the "Early Food 

Producing Era". 

Early Harappan 

The development of these farming communities ultimately led to the formation of 

larger settlements from the later 4th millennium. Indus valley civilization was composite 

product of different races who lived and worked together in a particular environment. 

Mohenjo daro had easy land and water communication; it was the meeting ground of people 

for different parts of Asia. Farmers had, by this time, domesticated numerous crops, including 

peas, sesame seeds, dates and cotton, as well as a wide range of domestic animals, including 

the water buffalo. 

Late Harappan 

By 2500 BCE, the Early Harappan communities had been turned into urban centers. 

Thus far, six such urban centers have been discovered, including: Harappa, Mohenjo Daro 

and Dicki in Pakistan, along with Gonorreala, Dokalingam and Mangalore in India. In total, 

over 1052 cities and settlements have been found, mainly in the general region of the 

Ghaggar-Florence River and its tributaries. By 2500 BCE, irrigation had transformed the 

region. 

Vedic period: 

The most important people of the Vedic period are Vaishnava. There are four Vedic 

periods viz., Rig, Sama, Yajur, and Atharvana Vedas. In Rig Vedas period, the farmers 

occupied more number in the society. During this period, the superior people are called as 

Vaishnavas, the next position was Shathriyas and the least position occupied was Suthriyars. 

The Suthriyars are the farmers they cultivated the land and produced agricultural products 

under the land lord. The farmers status was more in Atharva Vedic period. They cultivated 

the crops based on the advice of the saints. 



 

 

Buddhist period: 

A food producing economy emerged with the practice of agriculture on a wide scale 

by using iron implements. There was pleasant proprietorship in rural areas and there were no 

land lords. But a land owner could not sell for mortage his land without permission of the 

village councils. The village residents unitedly undertook task such as laying irrigation 

channels, buildings, rest houses etc. the women extended their full co operation in their works 

(public utility). He whole of each village was self sufficient, life was simple. 

Mauryan period: 

The economy was agrarian, majority of population were agriculturists. People were 

also engaged in animal husbandry and cattle rearing which meant additional income to 

peasants and the state. Gaha pathi were the term used for head of rich land owing family. 

Gupta period: 

The cultivators were called by various terms called Krishihala or Kinars. They had 

low social and economic life. 

Sangam period: 

During Sangam literature, agriculture was the main occupation and hence the position 

of the farmers in the society was also high during this period. Agriculture Sangam was 

developed in Madurai. The farmers are called uzhavar (plough man) and also they are called 

as Kalmar. The land owners called superior vellars and the farmers who plough the land are 

called as inferior vellars. The farmers’ status was mainly determined by the holding of land 

and animal population. 

Thirukural period: 

Thiruvalluvar mentioned about importance of farmers in the society. In his statement, 

“Farmers alone live an independent life. Others worship them and are second to them” “If 

farmers stop cultivation, even Rishis (sages) can not survive” 


